
THE northern BUGS’’’’’’’’’ ARE LONGING FOR SPRING! LIKEWISE’’’ the 
BUGGIES! 

We did not go into hibernation during winter. die buggies 
Regi, Giuseppe, MANOLA, ELENA and Edgar deserve a 
bssssnnnnnnnnrttttt, as they have been working for months 
like wild bees on our new website… which we now present in 
italian language as well. it was - A HUGE JOB. 

GoBugsGo.org HAS got a new INTERFACE. now one can switch 
language in between pages, there are presentations of our 
non-human zones - means the patches we have acquired for 
the bugs and a documentation of all GBG presentations, media 
feed back und more. CHECK IT OUT! 

over the course of recent months some Aphrodite Buggies - 
biologists, entomologists, rangers, economists - worked out 
criteria for ideal bug patches we’ would like to acquire in 
the future. lisi bugGY is doing social media for the bugs now. 
the NOTARy-BUGS Wolfgang and thomas won’”t give in to the 
troubles bureaucracy is causing concerning our non-human-
zone at austrian lake neusiedl. they keep on stinging them 
like two mosquitos. slowly but with certainty we’ are moving 
toward freedom for our six und eight legged friends. we have 
got a new landscout for austria - ranger Walter - who we 
desperately needed. he knows the woods, the countryside, the 
people. Real estate prizes have dramatically risen during 
covid times. know-how is needed! 

We need more HerCules buggies! We’ will continue doing 
presentations in art institutions - in the previous two years 
‘it was not easy to keep them going BEcause of the pandemic… 
As a CONSEQUENCE we’ have come to think of additional ways to 
win buggies, both in an artistic but also in an economical 
sense - sure in tune with the association’’’”s guidelines. More 
soon.  

EARLY MAY we will be throwing an ART performance on our 
PATCH in wallendorf/southern austria. together we’ will 
clean up A ruin and Restitute the space it occupies to the 
bugs. buggy maria had the dilapidated house on our property 
cleared out, now we will transform it into soil for the 
BUGS! for doing so we will need some of you BUGGIES. do 
come in large numbers and help break down a house for 
nature to be able to revolve. The performance intends to 
create awareness for Austria and other european countries 
not having unsealing laws in place, which means - what is 



once sealed by concrete remains concrete forever- in the 
case of austria 10,000 hectares on just 84,000 km2. a fixed date 
will follow SOON. 

bugGY graphic designer rudi has made sure that the future 
will bring less hum and glands because of the hard-to-read 
font we are using. feels better doesn't it? we don't want a 
google font - we have our own bugs font! And GUIDO BUGGY, 
as always, translated into Italian. THANKS ALSO to our 
numbers juggler DAVID. THANKS TO ALL! 

with a humming, buzzing tsffffrrzzzzffffff 

THE BUGGIES 


